
LAL EVENTPAR44-QUAD-IP
LED PROJECTORS - Battery Powered - QUAD - EVENT PAR 44 QUAD IP IP65 4 X 4W RGB+WW Par LED on battery
Code EAN : 3700166374935

Description
The EVENT PAR 44 QUAD IP is the most compact and versatile battery-powered IP Par developed by Algam Lighting to date. With its 12,5 cm sides, 
this sleek little cube offers impressive performance thanks to its 4 x 4W RGB+WW (Warm White) LEDs projecting over a 25° angle, offering a full 
palette of colors and a very pleasant rendering. The warm white rendering, with a temperature close to that of incandescent bulbs, is perfect for 
creating warm atmospheres anywhere. Robust and well-built, the EVENT PAR 44 QUAD IP is equipped with a lithium battery offering up to 30 
hours of operation in automatic mode (8 hours in all- color mode), an IP65 rating for outdoor weather protection, and a Wireless DMX control 
protocol for remote control without needing a cable. With its streamlined lines, compact size, built-in battery, IP65 protection, Wireless DMX, 
remote control and cleverly designed baseplate allowing installation on the floor or on a structure, this EVENT PAR 44 QUAD IP offers unrivalled 
installation flexibility.

Features

- Colour composition : [AE_projmotorises_compocouleurs009]

- Cooling : Passive

- Device colour : [VPROJ_couleurappareil002]

- Index of protection (IP) : [AE_projmotorises_ip006]

- Number of LEDs / Power : 4 / 4W

- Additional Specs :

- Light sources: 4 x 4W 4-in-1 RGB-WW LEDs

- Beam angle: 25°

- Modes: Auto, Musical, Master/Slave, Wireless DMX

- Integrated Wireless DMX for wireless control

- Number of DMX channels: 4 or 8

- Display: digital screen with 4 control buttons

- Power supply: lithium-ion battery

- Autonomy: up to 8 hours (all colors) or 30 hours (fixed color or automatic mode)

- Protection rating: IP65 (outdoor use)

- Frame: steel

- Supplied with charger, power cable and IR remote control

- Weight and dimensions: 1.1 kg, 125 x 125 x 188 mm


